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Quick guide - Operation

CBW Control unit
The CBW controller has both a
display and control stick, as
shown, and is used to control
all functions of the hook-lift.

Certain functions, such as the
operation of the hydraulic
pump, can be installed on the
cab instrument panel, either in
addition or separate from the
CBW controller, as required.

The CBW control unit has the followingmain components.

1. Emergency stop

2. User Interface

3. Control stick

4. Mounting bracket

5. Screen lock screw

Tipping
1. If the vehicle has retractable axles, lower them.

2. Switch the PTO on. The
button is normally located
on the instrument panel as
shown.

3. Make sure that the hydraulic lock is closed . If it is
open, the hydraulic lock-open icon is displayed in the
upper part of the CBW controller.

4. Tip the load. Pull the control-stick backwards.

5. After tipping, lower the body. Push the control-stick for-
ward.

6. Switch the PTO off.

Shunting
1. Switch the PTO on. The

button is normally located
on the instrument panel as
shown.

2. Open the hydraulic lock . The hydraulic lock-open
icon is displayed the upper part of the CBW control,
when open.

3. Move the hook-post to the rearmost position. Turn the
control-stick anti-clockwise.
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4. Open the safety hook.

5. Lower the hook-post. Push the control-stick to the left.

6. Reverse the vehicle towards the body's bracket and
engage it. If necessary, tip the hookmaster up to reach
the bracket. Pull the control stick backwards.

7. Close the safety hook.

8. Use the folding-hook-post and hook-post-sledge to
move the body onto the hookmaster.

Fast operationmust only be used with light
loads.

9. Lower the body when it has passed the centre point.
Push the control-stick forward.

10. Lock the hydraulic lock . When locked, the hydraulic
lock-open icon is not displayed in the CBW control
unit.

11. Switch the PTO off.

12. Connect the hydraulics,
where applicable, as
shown.

13. Connect the Duomatic air,
where applicable, as
shown.
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